
Barnes at Home

Your Own City Ages: 5+

Step 3: Next, draw the other parts of your city that 
you are proud of, or things you would want in it! 
You could add streets with houses, parks, rivers 
with boats, museums, and libraries. Is there a 
forest or mountains on the horizon? You can even 
draw the people who live there walking around!

Step 4: Finish your city! If you're using color, color 
in your buildings! If you're using pens or pencils, 
finish outlining your city and its dimensions. 

Instructions:
Step 1: Using your pencil or pens and ruler on a sheet of 
paper, draw several lines across the paper. For example, if 
we were drawing Guiraud’s city, we could make a line for 
the river, a line for the road, and lines for the rows of 
buildings. At the top, we would draw our horizon line, which 
is where the earth meets the sky.

Step 2: Now, add the things you want in your city. Start by 
drawing where you and your family live. 

Jean Baptiste Guiraud. 
View of Bordeaux, 
1884. Oil on canvas 

Materials: paper; ruler; pencil; pens, colored pencils, markers, or crayons

The French artist Guiraud painted this view of the city of Bordeaux in 
1884. Bordeaux is in the southwest part of France. From this perspective, 
we can see which landmarks he thought most important to include: 
bell towers, large plazas, and the cathedral. We can also see rows and 
rows of buildings and the river with lots of boats in it. Where do you and 
your family live? What part of where you live are you most proud of? 
How would you design a city? Try drawing your own city like Guiraud!

Vocabulary word: 
perspective: a point of view that shows dimension and depth; like height, width, depth, and position.




